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Setup of the experiment

Synchrotron and undulator radiation can be used to characterize the electron bunches of an accelerator. This is planned to be applied to the JETI-LWFA at the university of Jena, Germany. The size and divergence of the bunch, its temporal structure and the energy spectrum is planned to be measured in one setup.

Undulator radiation

- beam size, divergence and spectrum of the undulator radiation
- transverse electron bunch size
- divergence of the bunch

Synchrotron radiation

- measurement of the coherent and incoherent synchrotron radiation
- temporal structure of the bunch

Electron spectrometer

- imaging of the dispersed bunch after a dipole magnet
- energy spectrum of the bunch

The setup is designed for the bunches of the JETI-LWFA, the parameters are listed in Tab. 1:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>parameters of the LWFA</th>
<th>pulse parameters: 400 mJ, 27 fs, ~30 TW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>parameters of the bunch</td>
<td>energy E: 120 MeV ± 10 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>divergence of the source: 1 mrad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>emittance: 25 μm mrad</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Parameters of the bunches of the JETI-LWFA.

Design of the undulator

A challenge to be faced is the large energy spread of the LWFA as it deteriorates the quality, increases the bandwidth and reduces the spectral brilliance of the undulator radiation, which reduces the resolution of the electron bunch diagnostic. One approach to compensate for the energy spread is to spectrally disperse the electron beam in one transversal plane and to match the resulting spatial energy distribution with the magnetic field amplitude of the undulator [1].

\[ \lambda_n = \frac{\lambda_0}{2\gamma(x)} \left( 1 + K(x) \right) \]  
\[ K = \frac{B_x \lambda_0}{m_e c^2 \pi} \]

Beam transport line to the undulator

A lattice of seven quadrupoles will be applied to achieve the parameters required by the undulator [2]:

- Dispersion \( \Delta x \) has to match the undulator field amplitude and \( D' \) must be zero.
- The transversal beamlet size \( \sigma_z \) in the deflection plane has to be small enough.
- The beta function and the beam waist in the non-deflecting plane should fulfill the usual undulator requirements.

The values achieved are listed below, a plot of the beta function and the dispersion is shown in Fig. 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>beam parameters</th>
<th>achieved</th>
<th>target parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dispersion ( \Delta x )</td>
<td>3.8 mm</td>
<td>4.0 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( D' )</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>beam size ( \sigma_z )</td>
<td>0.15 mm</td>
<td>0.09 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \alpha_x )</td>
<td>-0.39, 0.39</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \beta_x )</td>
<td>0.08 m</td>
<td>0.5 m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Parameters required and parameters achieved.
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